The crazy maps are a class of continuous maps from ⌺ = ‫ޓ‬ 1 , where ⌺ is the N N product space of the bi-infinite sequences on N symbols and ‫ޓ‬ 1 is the unit circle, into itself. Moreover, each of these maps has N orientation-preserving circle homeomorphisms associated with it. In this paper we study the set of periods in the case N s 2 and where the associated maps are rotations. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION w x
In 1974 Afraimovich and Shilnikov 1 described the semi-hyperbolic invariant set generated by a bifurcation of several homoclinic surfaces of a saddle-node cycle. The invariant set in the last bifurcation is homeomor- . . , N y 1 we note that in this paper we shall use the w x. same notation as in 2 . The dynamics on the invariant set above after some rescaling, gives rise to crazy dynamics. It is described as follows. Ä 4 Let a s . . . a .a a . . . g ⌺ . Then : ⌺ ª ⌺ , the shift map, is Ž .
Ž .
a a a n y 1 1 0
The goal of this paper is to characterize the set of periods for a particular class of crazy maps. More precisely, we consider the case when N s 2 and f and f are rotations. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give some basic definitions and state the main result of this paper which gives the characterization of the set of periods for crazy maps given by two rotations. Finally, in Section 3 the theorem stated in Section 2 will be proved.
DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
In this section we will define the crazy maps associated with two rotations. Before stating the main result of this paper we will introduce some preliminary definitions in order to describe the set of periods for the class of maps under consideration.
Ž . circle maps themselves we will rather use their liftings to the universal Ž . Ž .
Then ⌺ is a Hausdorff compact space and the map is a homeomor-2 Ž w x. phism see 2 . We consider ⌺ = ‫ޒ‬ endowed with the product topology. 2 
Ž
. Thus, the ␣ , ␣ -crazy maps are a class of homeomorphisms from ⌺ = ‫ޒ‬ 0 1 2 into itself. Ž . Next, we will then define the set of periods of a ␣ , ␣ -crazy map. Let
. . , n y 1. In this case we will say that a, x is a periodic point of ⌽ of period n.
We will say that the maps ⌽ and ⌽
are topologically conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism h :
We will say that n, prq g ‫ގ‬ = ‫ޑ‬ , with p, q
with m / q, and where
Ž . 
Ž .
Let ⌬ denote the set of pairs ␣ , ␣ g ‫ޒ‬ such that ␣ -␣ and
Then the main result of this paper is the following. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
We start this section by proving the first statement of Theorem 2.1.
Ž . Proof of Theorem 2.1 a . To prove it, for a s иии a a a иии g ⌺ , we
. Obviously, h is also a homeomorphism and
Ž . This ends the proof of statement a .
Ž .
Ž . Before proving statements b and c we give some preliminary definitions and results.
It is not difficult to see that if a is periodic of period n then we can write
where the bi-infinite sequences which are periodically repeated after some fixed length are denoted by the finite length sequence with an overbar. Ž . We observe that the nth iterate of a given ␣ , ␣ -crazy map at the
Ž . n Ž . ⌽ of period n. Then, a s a and the second component of
Ž . that n s mq. Using Lemma 3.1 we construct a a periodic sequence of Ž . period n. From all said above a, x is a periodic point of period n. Thus, Ž . Ž . Per ⌽ s q‫ގ‬ and the first part of statement b.1 follows.
and let a, x be a period point of
Since prq a y a g ‫ޚ‬ and p, q s 1 we have that
and Per ⌽ ; ‫ގ2‬‫ޚ‬ .
Let n g ‫ގ2‬‫ޚ‬ q . Then n s 2 km for some k g ‫ގ‬ and m g ‫ޚ‬ q . Assume first that m / 0. If m s 0 we proceed in a similar way. We choose Ž . i s k and j s n y k. Then by using Lemma 3.2 b we construct a periodic n Ž . n Ž . sequence a of period n satisfying that a s i and a s j. Clearly, . p r q s 1 and the theorem follows for n s 1. Now, assume that n ) 1.
n Ž . r Ž . Since a s a, then there exists m g ‫ގ‬ such that n s mr, a s a, j Ž . Ž . and a / a for j s 1, 2, . . . , r y 1. By using that a, x is a periodic Ž . point of period n and 3.1 we have that 
